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Body Worn Camera range are the ideal companions for every critical
situation, providing safety and security for members of staff, the public and
the business. Capturing evidence is vital, and more businesses are turning
to bodycam products. 
Introducing the latest body worn security technology with top of the range
audio and video recording capabilities.
 

 
A year-long study conducted by
the University of Cambridge studied
almost 2,000 police officers across UK
and US police forces. The study shows
that the introduction of
wearable cameras led to a 93% drop
in complaints made against police by
the public – suggesting
the cameras result in behavioural
changes that 'cool down' potentially
volatile encounters.

As opposed to CCTV systems, a body worn camera enables you to capture
audio and close-up video in the moment - making it easier to identify those
in the video and the audio recording helps you to understand the situation
better.

"These body worn cameras have proven invaluable in the short time that we have
been using them. The cameras not only provide proof of scheduled patrols, they

offer a visual deterrent against any antisocial behavior. They are an essential
‘extra pair of eyes’ and provide undisputable evidence of behaviour and conduct

directed towards my security team in potentially volatile situations."

Stuart Wilkie - Head Of Security at The Victoria Southend



Introducing Hytera’s Remote Video Microphone (RVM) range  - cutting edge technology
with top of the range audio and video recording capabilities as well as an ergonomic

design.

A rugged, lightweight body camera with impressive video and
image capture capabilities. It utilises its size extremely well,

with a small OLED screen on top of the unit, responsive PTT on
the side and two programmable buttons on the front panel.

With its 180-degree rotatable lens unit, 140-degree wide-angle
camera and intuitive display, the VM685 body camera is an
incredibly flexible body camera solution. It’s also completely

secure – viewing evidence on the screen is password-
protected, and videos can be encrypted with H.264 encoding.

The VM780 is the most advanced body worn camera on the
market due to its incredible power and functionality. This

device is equipped with 3G/4G connectivity, NFC, GPS and PoC
application capability, and navigation around the UI is easy

thanks to its 2.8″ touch screen.

Thanks to its infrared camera, the VM550D can capture
footage in low-light conditions from a range of up to 10

meters. It also has a built-in backup battery which can power
the device for up to 5 minutes if the standard battery is

removed during operation.



Smart Mobile Device Management allows you to collect and store digital
evidence via the Multi-Unit Charger. With an intuitive interface, you can
review, manage and share data straight from your PC.
 
We know that managing and storing evidence is vital to any security system,
the Hytera Body Worn Camera comes with an effective Evidence
Management Software to cater to all sizes and types of organizations. 
 
The platform protects not just the public but also personnel who are using
the body worn camera and the organizations too. It’s impossible to delete
or amend footage directly from a bodycam –  to view and manage the visual
or audio evidence, the body worn camera must be connected to one of
Hytera's secure software options. 
 
To view and manage video, audio or photographic evidence, an RVM must
be connected to one of Hytera’s secure software options which are
password protected.Evidence can be tagged upon upload, meaning you can
search through your data with a keyword. 
 
There are software options for everyone, no matter how many users.
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Protected USB protocol
Automatic retention period of footage
Securely upload, store, manage and share
Certificate-based digital signature per file
Password controlled access levels
Full audit trail and usage reports
Flexible metadata management
Case management and evidence search
Book out and book in camera control
Wide browser and device support

Pinnacle Response have been pioneers in product development since 2007, building
solutions around the needs of the client. Body worn cameras and video management

technology are revolutionising the law enforcement industry. Pinnacle Response is
leading that revolution as manufacturers of the PR5 and PR6 body cameras and secure

video management systems (D.E.M.S).

This Digital Evidence Platform allows users to upload, tag and share footage simply and
securely. It is tightly integrated with our PR6 body-worn cameras, which help deter

offenders and capture video footage of important events. Once a video is captured on
the PR6 body worn camera users can store and manage this footage using DEMS. To
help with judicial processes videos can be marked as evidential until it is needed at a

later date, providing a camera-to-court strategy.

One-swipe on or off
Recording capacity-13.5 hours
Crystal-clear optimised sound quality
Superior gain & low-light capture
1080p HD wide-screen recording at 30fps
Tamperproof, ruggedised buildIP66 - water and dust
resistant
Battery Power on Standby-150 hours
Secure encryption
Ultra-speed USB 3.0Up to 48mb / second upload
Wide dynamic range
Enhanced low light capture
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